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ABSTRACT
This program has supported basic research into the mechanisms and mechanics of failure of ceramic matrix composites at high temperature and under cyclic loads. Specialist experiments have been developed to assess mechanisms by in situ observations of specimens under load at temperature. Extensive models have been formulated based on observed mechanisms. A central theme has been the theory of bridged cracks, which appear as a universal mechanism in CMC failure. Fundamentals of bridged cracks have been elucidated, including length scales and important asymptotic limits. Both experiments and models have studied rate dependent problems, for example, cracking at high temperature in the presence of fiber creep in composites.
Introduction
This report covers work done over the eight year life of our contract "Mechanisms of Mechanical Fatigue in Ceramics" spanning from August 14, 1989 through August 14, 1997. We focused in this period on developing constitutive models for multiple cracks bridged by creeping fibers; experimental observations of mechanisms and crack growth rates at high temperatures; and scaling results in the problem of a crack growing in the presence of a viscous fluid.
All our work has been reported in annual reports throughout this period and in journal articles. Here we provide a brief summary of areas of primary activity and a list of the publications.
The focus of our work has been high temperature failure of ceramic matrix composites and the theory of bridged cracks, which are the essential observed failure mechanism.
Experiments
We have developed apparatus for observing microscopic damage manifestations in situ in CMC specimens under load at temperature. High quality images are analyzed using our unique strain imaging apparatus, HASMAP, to reveal displacement fields and crack displacements. These quantitative measurements are the foundation of all our modeling work.
Our experimental methods have been applied to various materials, including carbon/SiC and SiC/SiC fibrous composites, multi-phase phase metakeramic materials, and monolithic ceramics. We have determined failure mechanisms in fatigue, monotonic loading, and creep conditions. Bridged cracks have been shown to be the central phenomenon in failure of CMCs. We have contributed substantially to understanding of crack initiation, single/multiple crack transitions, and rate effects (fatigue and creep).
Analytical Modeling
We have contributed many papers on models of bridged cracks. We have emphasized fundamental ' concepts, including the definition and roles of length scales, which determine how bridged cracks in widely differing classes of materials adhere to universal patterns of behavior. Length scales and limiting bridged crack configurations are now quite widely used to analyze bridged crack data in CMCs and other materials.
We developed algorithms for solving integral equations for bridged cracks, which are now used by several groups around the world to study diverse problems. The algorithms and analytical results for limiting cases have been extended to rate dependent cracks, which are found, for example, in creep dominated failure.
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Textile Composites
In the last years of the contract, we became especially interested in the mechanics of textile composites. Textile reinforcement is especially relevant to CMCs, because it offers a solution to the vital problem of transverse strength in the presence of a brittle matrix.
We have developed various micromechanical models of the action of 3D reinforcing fiber tows. These models provide a guide to optimal composite design. They also enable quantitative analysis of experiments on textile composites. In a follow-on program, we are extending our models to rate dependent cases required for high temperature applications.
We have also developed a computational model, the Binary Model, of textile CMC composites. We have also used the Binary Model to study stress transfer and statistical failure problems in CMCs.
5.0
Collaborations and Other Activities
Key collaborations during the contract were as follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
With Invited papers on our work were presented at numerous conferences in the U.S. and elsewhere over the life of the contract.
